Haryana Staff Selection Commission  
Bays No. 67-70, Sector- 2, Panchkula-134154  
(www.hssc.gov.in)

Notice to candidates for Scrutiny Of Documents for the post of Junior Engineer (Mechanical) For Various Department/Corporation/Boards, Haryana Against Advt. No. 10/2019, Cat No. 02,07,21 and 26

In continuation of earlier notice dated 21.09.2019 for the post of Junior Engineer (Mechanical) for Various Boards/Corporations/Departments, Haryana Against Advt. No. 10/2019, Cat No. 02 ,07 ,21 and 26 the candidates bearing following Roll Nos. (in addition to Roll Nos mentioned in the notice dated 21.09.2019) have also been called for Scrutiny of Documents provisionally to ascertain eligible candidates and further subject to the fulfillment of their eligibility conditions as per advertisement and service rules.

Advt. No. 10/2019, Junior Engineer (Mechanical)

1019300256  1019300458  1019300609  1019300698  1019300713  1019301959  1019302133  1019302386  1019302398  1019302502  1019302504  1019302506  1019302508  1019302510  1019302512  1019302514  1019302516  1019302518  1019302520  1019302522  1019302524  1019302526  1019302528  1019302530  1019302532  1019302534  1019302536  1019302538  1019302540  1019302542  1019302544  1019302546  1019302548  1019302550  1019302552  1019302554  1019302556  1019302558  1019302560  1019302562  1019302564  1019302566  1019302568  1019302570

NOTE:- 1. The Scrutiny of Documents of the above candidates will be held on 16.11.2019 and 17.11.2019. The candidates are advised to report at 09.00 A.M. in Commission’s office Bays No.67-70, Sector-2, Panchkula. They are also directed to bring all original documents, set of self attested copies of all documents , one ID Proof and copy of downloaded application form.
2. In case a candidate does not appear for Scrutiny of Documents, no further opportunity will be given thereafter.
3. While every care has been taken in preparing and uploading the result, possibility of inadvertent/technical errors cannot be ruled out. The Commission reserves the right to rectify the same later on.
4. The result is also available on the website of HSSC i.e. www.hssc.gov.in.

Sd/-
(Secretary)
Haryana Staff Selection Commission
Dated:-23.10.2019